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Executive Summary
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This document has been prepared by careyjones architects on behalf of 

Tileman House Investments (Putney) Ltd in relation to a mixed use 

development on the site of 131-133 Upper Richmond Road in Putney, 

currently occupied by the building known as ‘Tileman House’. The 

scheme has been designed to the highest standards and will include:

o Improved retail opportunities provided by the provision of 807sqm of 

retail space

o 89 Residential Units providing one, two and three bedroom apartments. 

(25% of the residential provision will be affordable housing)

o 1600 sqm of flexible office accommodation.

o Improved landscaping around the site, including the public realm of 

Upper Richmond Road.

o New basement car parking for workers and residents

o New secure cycle parking for visitors, customers, workers and residents

Given its location, size and relationship with neighbouring uses, this 

0.27Ha brownfield site represents a significant redevelopment 

opportunity in Putney town centre. It has the capacity  to accommodate 

a comprehensive development, that responds to and enhances the 

surrounding townscape. 

A thorough consultation process has been undertaken with the London 

Borough of Wandsworth, the Greater London Authority (GLA), The 

Putney Society, Putney Partnerships and the local community. 
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The statement is structured as follows:

Section 01 - Introduction

Section 02 – Site and Context

This section provides general information on the site and the wider context, 

including a historical overview and a social and economic review.

Section 03 – Analysis

This section provides a review of the existing physical characteristics of the site; 

heights and type of surrounding buildings, transport network, key buildings 

adjacent to the site, views from and into the site, connectivity of the site and 

the constraints that the design will be influenced by.

Section 04 – Planning Policy Context

This section will provide information how national and regional planning policy 

has influenced the design.

Section 05 – Consultation and Involvement

This section will outline the process of consultation the design team has 

undertaken, and how certain issues raised within the procedure have been 

addressed.

Section 06 – Scheme Generators

This section outlines the history of the project from the previously approved 

scheme, the key drivers and form comparables which influenced the 

development of the scheme design.

Section 07 – Design Concepts

This section outlines the principle concepts that drove the scheme to its final 

manifestation.

Section – 09 Scale + Massing

This section reviews the final form and how the scale of the development relates 

to its neighbours.

Section 09 – Design and Elevational Treatment

This section deals with the appearance of the development, why the elevations 

have been developed in the manner they have.

Section – 10 Building Use and Subdivision

This section illustrates how the uses, mix and tenure are distributed within the 

development.

Section – 11 Materiality

This section describes the materials used within the development.

Section12 – Landscape and the Play Space

This section deals with the design of the landscape within the development, the 

public realm and provision of play space.

Section 13 – Energy and Sustainability

This section describes the sustainability strategy and how this has been 

incorporated in the development.

Section 14 – Access, Security + Maintenance

This section outlines the approach taken to inclusive design and access generally, 

and how this is reflected in the development. The issues of security within the site 

and for users of the development are reviewed also within this section.

Section 15 – Summary Statement

Scope of the Report
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01
Background

Tileman House Investments (Putney) Ltd have been long term owners 

of Tileman House, and secured planning permission for mixed use 

redevelopment of the site in 2005. However, it has taken a further 3 

years and significant level of further investment to ensure that the site 

can be comprehensively redeveloped. With vacant possession now 

secured, it is felt that the extent of  planning permission can be 

improved upon, both in design terms and through the efficient and 

sustainable use of land.

The current Development Plan against which development proposals

must be considered consists of the 2008 London Plan and saved 

policies within the 2003 London Borough of Wandsworth Unitary 

Development Plan (UDP).  

The Government remains committed to a plan led system, and the 

statutory Development Plan provides the necessary framework for 

planning decisions.  This is given statutory weight through Section 

38(6) of the Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, which 

requires that determination of a planning application or appeal be 

made in accordance with the Development Plan, unless material 

considerations indicate otherwise.  In this instance, the proposed 

submission Core Strategy may be an important material consideration.

Both the adopted and emerging Proposals Maps indicate that the 

application site is not allocated for any specific land use or 

redevelopment proposal, but does lie within Putney Town Centre.

This document demonstrates the evolution of the project and gives 

details of design solutions and strategies that have informed the 

resulting scheme.

1.1 Introduction
Introduction



Birds Eye View of the site

Currently vacant, the site provides a major redevelopment 

opportunity, making excellent use of important brown-field land.

The aim of the proposal is to enhance the local environment by 

improving, both the visual appearance of the site, as well as 

providing a range of benefits for the existing and developing 

community, through a sustainable design approach.

The opportunity to provide high quality architecture is central to 

the development. The principles put forward here, and the use 

of recognised guidelines, will ensure that the design is of the 

highest standard. The strategies that follow explain how this 

quality will be achieved. 

1.1 Opportunities
Introduction01
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02 2.1 Site Location
Site + Context

The site is located at no 131-133 Upper Richmond Road, 

Putney,  currently occupied by ‘Tileman House’. 

The site extends to some 0.275 hectares / 0.679 acres.  It 

is located in a visually prominent position within Putney 

town centre and a planning assessment suggest its 

appearance currently degrades the quality, setting and 

character of the surrounding streetscape and Putney 

town centre generally.

The site is approximately 150m from Putney rail station

and is extremely well served by local buses which run at 

regular frequencies north and south. 

Upper Richmond Road is identified within LB 

Wandsworth's emerging LDF as a town centre location, 

and is on the edge of the core retail area, where high 

density redevelopment is encouraged.

Local context
Location Plan

N



02 2.1 Existing Building
Site + Context

Built in the 1960’s, Tileman House is a typical example of 

a concrete, utilitarian building that has little regard for its 

surroundings.  Arranged over ground and six upper 

floors it provides 2,926m2 of office space. A residential 

‘wing’ to the west provides 20 flats. At ground floor, an 

undercroft area along with surrounding land provides car 

parking spaces. Vehicular access is from Upper 

Richmond Road.

Set back far from Upper Richmond Road, the building is 

unresponsive to its surroundings and fails to create a 

defined street edge. 

With regard to façade design, the existing building is 

dominated by the use of exposed concrete perimeter 

columns that run from first to sixth floor, and glazing 

appears minimal. This creates a heavy appearance on all 

sides despite the absence of ground floor 

accommodation. The building appears dated and lacks 

any relationship to the street scene.



02 2.1 Surrounding  Context
Site + Context

Surrounding Context

In general, the area surrounding the site is mixed in 

character, and varying in height and mass. The south 

side of Upper Richmond Road is dominated by 1960s 

office blocks which appear outdated and do not respond 

to the street. 

Immediately to the south of the site are five storey 

residential blocks, approximately 35m from the southern 

site boundary. The adjacent properties to the west are of 

mixed commercial and retail use and the adjacent 

building to the east (no125) houses a health centre on 

the first three floors, with flats above.

Residential, commercial, healthcare and retail uses are all 

present in the immediate local area..

View along Upper Richmond Road to east

View along Upper Richmond Road to west

Buildings opposite to north

Residential buildings to rear (south)
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03 3.1 Site Opportunities + Constraints
Analysis

Existing building on site

Vehicular movement –

constraint / opportunity

Red route constraint

‘Leaked’ space – opportunity to 

reinstate building line

Opportunity to take advantage 

of high levels views towards 

central London

Street Frontage – opportunity to 

activate

Sun path – opportunity for south 

facing amenity space

Boundary relationship 

constraints

Existing trees outside site 

boundary – constraint / 

opportunity 

Relationship to neighbouring 

properties behind – address 

overlooking issues



03 3.2 Existing Building Heights
Analysis

1 – 2 storeys

3-4 storeys

5 – 6 storeys

8 – 11 storeys



Buses

Railway 

03 3.3 Accessibility + Transport
Analysis

London Underground

East Putney Underground station is located 

approximately 250m east of the site on the same 

side of Upper Richmond Road. The station is on the 

Wimbledon branch of the District Line with trains 

running between central London and Wimbledon 

with numerous interchange opportunities available 

along the northern route. 

The immediate locale is well served by an 

established public bus network, with Upper 

Richmond Road westbound accommodating a bus 

lane on the approach to the junction with Putney Hill, 

running past the site frontage. PTAL analysis adopts 

640m as a maximum defined acceptable walking 

distance to access bus services from development 

sites. Upper Richmond Road and Putney High Street 

accommodate a number of bus routes that have 

stops within this threshold.

Pedestrian Accessibility

The immediate locale benefits from a pedestrian 

friendly highway network, that is lit and has 

generous pedestrian footways on both sides of 

the Upper Richmond Road carriageway. 

Severance caused by the volume of traffic that 

utilises the Upper Richmond Road / Putney Hill / 

Putney High Street junction is mitigated through 

the provision of at-grade signal controlled 

crossings at each of the junction arms. The key 

pedestrian desire lines from the site are likely to be 

east along Upper Richmond Road towards East 

Putney tube station and northwest along Putney 

High Street to access Putney mainline station, 

adjacent bus stops and town centre retail units, 

with this latter movement supported by the 

signalised pedestrian crossing facilities referred to 

above.

Access for Cyclists

The site benefits from being located within close 

proximity of established cycle routes that form part of 

the London Cycle Network. Akin to the local road 

network, the site lies at a junction of south-north and 

west-east cycle routes. The A219, Putney High 

Street and Putney Bridge forms a north-south route 

from Putney Heath to Fulham, from which additional 

routes towards Central London can be accessed. 

West-East routes run along Upper Richmond Road 

from Barnes station towards Wandsworth via Putney, 

whilst avoiding the junction with Putney High Street 

and Putney Hill by diverting via Noroy Road, Disraeli 

Road and Fawe Park Road. Sections of these LCN 

routes also form part of the National Cycle Network. 

These routes are not exhaustive, as site visits have 

confirmed that Upper Richmond Road itself benefits 

from designated cycle lanes that are demarked 

across junction bellmouths. Advance cycle stopping 

lanes are also provided on the approaches to the 

junction with Putney Hill and Putney High Street.

Local Highway Network

The northern boundary to the site, where the 

existing site access is located, is the A205 Upper 

Richmond Road. Upper Richmond Road is 

designated as a red route. As a red route no 

stopping is permitted Monday to Saturday 

07.00-19.00. Adjacent the site however there are 

a number of parking/loading bays along this red 

route with various waiting restrictions. Existing 

vehicular access into the site is achieved via a 

simple priority junction from Upper Richmond 

Road.

Putney Station is approximately 150m northwest of 

the site, along Putney High Street. Mainland trains 

from Putney travel in to London Waterloo via 

Clapham Junction and to Kingston, Whitton, Windsor 

and Eton Riverside, Staines, Richmond, Twickenham

and Hounslow. Interchange options at Clapham

Junction provide further destinations such as London 

Victoria, Reading, Brighton, south east London, 

Guildford, Horsham and Gatwick Airport.

Riverboat Service

The site is also located within 1km of Putney Pier, 

from which there are 3 daily morning services at 

06.20, 07.30, 08.00 and 1 evening service at 18.10 

travelling east along the River Thames to access 

Wandsworth, Chelsea Harbour, Cadogan, 

Embankment and Blackfriars, with 3 return journeys 

from Blackfriars to Putney departing at 17.10, 18.20 

and 19.10.
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The planning principle for a mixed use residential and commercial 

redevelopment in this location has been established through the 

granting of planning permission in September 2005 (ref. 2005/0175) by 

Wandsworth Borough Council.  

Wandsworth UDP policy BIN3 (relating to office accommodation within 

the town centres) was considered during the approval of the 2005

application, and remains relevant today.  BIN3 states that development, 

including change of use, which would cause the net loss of purpose 

built office floorspace in a town centre, will only be permitted if the 

buildings are not suitable or are not capable of being adapted for 

modern business uses, or that a good reason can be provided to justify 

a departure to policy.  In 2005, the reduction in the amount of 

commercial space from the existing 2,926.8 m2 to 2,403 m2 was 

considered acceptable on the basis of the provision of better quality 

modern office floor space allowing for larger floor plates, air 

conditioning, raised floors and significant improvements to the external 

appearance of the building.  The current planning proposal has been 

formulated on a similar basis and retains a similar amount of 

commercial floorspace (i.e. 2,407 m2), commensurate with the 2005 

planning permission.

04 4.1Principle of Redevelopment
Planning Policy Context

Indeed, the rationale of this approach is now evident within emerging Core 

Strategy at policy PL14.  The proposed submission document states that:

“…there has been no significant office-only redevelopment in Putney in 
recent years, indicating that office only redevelopment is not viable given the 
level of rents which can be achieved in this location, and this is backed up by 
evidence from developers and advice from commercial agents surveyed in 
April 2008.  The Council wishes to see Putney continue as an important 
office location but in order to achieve this and to secure the provision of new 

floorspace, considers a flexible approach is required allowing higher value 
uses such as residential to help cross-subsidise the provision of the type of 
modern office floorspace that would meet demand for the next ten years or 
so.”

As such, it is considered that the provision of 2,407 m2 of commercial 

floorspace with residential dwellings above is not only in compliance with

saved UDP policy BIN3 and emerging core strategy policy PL14, but also 

commensurate with the mix of uses provided within the extant planning 

permission. 



Affordable Housing

London Plan Policy 3A.10 states that boroughs should seek the 

maximum reasonable amount of affordable housing, taking into 

individual site costs, the availability of public subsidy and other scheme 

requirements.  Supporting text further states that economic viability 

should be considered, with the use of the development control toolkit 

developed by the Three Dragons and Nottingham Trent University. 

Such an appraisal is submitted as part of this planning application to 

explain the rationale behind the proposed affordable housing provision 

of 22 dwellings, equating to 25% of the total. 

It is also relevant to note that there are 20 existing dwellings on site, 

none of which are affordable housing.  As such, this proposal results in 

a net increase of 69 dwellings; on this basis the level of affordable 

housing provision is 32%.

The scheme has been discussed with locally preferred Housing 

Associations who have expressed a good level of interest.  In this 

regard, it is also relevant to note that the amount of affordable housing 

has not only increased when considered with respect to the extant 

planning permission, but has also improved in quality particularly as no 

studio flats are proposed.  It has, however, been acknowledged by 

Housing Associations that this is not a suitable location for larger family 

housing, hence only smaller dwellings are proposed. 

04 4.2 Affordable Housing, Density and Unit Mix
Planning Policy Context

Density + Dwelling Mix

With regard to the quantum of residential use, paragraph 50 of 

PPS3 states that, “…imaginative design and layout of new 

development can lead to a more efficient use of land without 

compromising the quality of the local environment”.  The London 

Plan provides a comprehensive matrix to establish a strategic 

framework for appropriate density at different locations. This 

suggests that higher densities are more appropriate in more 

accessible locations.  Transport consultants Colin Buchanan 

have confirmed that the Tileman House site has a Public 

Transport Accessibility Level of 6 (out of a maximum of 6) across 

the site, and being in a central location, the site is considered 

suitable for a density within the range of 650 – 1100 habitable 

rooms per hectare.  The proposed development provides 257 

habitable rooms over a site area of 0.27ha, equating to a density 

of 952hrh.

With regards to dwelling mix, Wandsworth Council’s recent 

Housing Market Assessment (June 2008) identifies an 

outstanding need (at table C22) for 1 and 2 bedroom properties:

With a high level of public transport accessibility making the site 

suitable for high density development, proposals are ideal to 

contribute towards meeting the demand for 1 and 2 bedroom 

properties in particular.  In line with this demand, the proposals 

provide 17% x 1 bed units, 77% x 2 bed units and 6% x 3 bed 

units.
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This planning application is based upon the scheme previously withdrawn in April 2008 (reference 

2008/5428) for which continual dialogue has been held with the Local Authority Planning Department over 

the course of a year.

Several meetings have been held with Senior Officers and Design Officer where the scheme proposals 

were presented. Discussion took place about the detail of the scheme, with particular reference to the 

following issues:-

Change of Use                                                   Provision of Amenity Space

Car Parking Standards                                         Mix of Accommodation

Design and Massing Elevational Treatment          Possible s106 Requirements 

In principle, agreement was reached that the proposals constituted a scheme that was worthy of a full 

planning application for consideration in detail through the statutory process. The proposals have been 

very well received by the Design Officer, who expressed that the design was the right approach for this 

location.

In addition, two public exhibitions were held at the nearby Lodge Hotel on Upper Richmond Road.  Local 

people were invited to attend to view the nature of the proposals and provide their input and feedback. The 

response from these exhibitions was that it was generally accepted that the redevelopment of the Tileman

House site was to be encouraged, and that proposals were an improvement upon the extant planning 

permission.  Whilst the design approach was generally supported there was some apparent concern with 

respect to the height of the proposals, with this being the overwhelmingly consistent concern.  This has 

was addressed by reducing the height of both the central and the western block. Since the withdrawal of 

the previous application further revisions have been made to the overall scale of the development, by 

reducing the height of the rear block by 2 storeys.

There has also been consultation with The Putney Society and Putney Partnership. The height of the 

middle block was the main concern for the Putney Society. There was some concern from the Putney 

Partnership about the impact of the retail units in terms of competition for the High Street, but the provision 

of first floor flexible office space was welcomed.

Further details on the pre application consultation is provided in the Planning Statement, prepared by King 

Sturge.

05 Consultation + Involvement
Consultation + Involvement

Notify – Inform – Consult – Measure and analyse results – Report back – Respond and change – Publish Proposals



GLA Response

05 Consultation + Involvement
Consultation + Involvement

A pre-application meeting was held with the GLA on 28th

October 2008.

The overall response to the scheme design was extremely 

positive, a summary of the GLA’s written feedback is 

summarised below;

The proposed design of what will be an infill building is 
appropriately informed by the local context.  The scale, 

massing and overall form of the proposed building would 
respond to that of its immediate neighbours by breaking 
the principal frontage to Upper Richmond Road down into 
three distinct parts.  The proportions of these three parts 
have a vertical emphasis, which appropriately echoes that 
of the Victorian terrace to the west, rather than the modern 

office building to the east.  The scale of each element is 
varied; the two adjacent to the neighbouring buildings 
broadly matching their height and the central part rising 
above these.  

The building further responds to the context by aligning 
the ground and first floors with those of the neighbouring 
Victorian terrace.  This would tie it into the street scene 
and make it clearly legible as a building with a podium of 
retail uses at ground and office at first floor with residential
above.  This approach to scale, massing, form and 

elevational treatment is strongly supported.

. 

There were a number of issues raised on other matters, 

including the provision of on site play space, affordable 

housing and renewable energy.

The design team has endeavoured to address these, 

which is covered later in this document and by the 

supporting documents prepared by other consultants.

. 



Key Changes to the proposals since the withdrawal of the previous application (reference 2008/5428) 

05 Consultation + Involvement
Consultation + Involvement

Following feedback from Wandsworth’s planning officers on the withdrawn application, the following changes have been made to the scheme;

The number of dwellings has been reduced from 99 to 89, following the 

earlier reduction to 94 dwellings during revisions made in March 2009.  This 

has also resulted in a variation in the proportion of one, two and three 

bedroom apartments being provided.  The percentage of homes provided 

as affordable housing remains at 25%; a revised version of the GLA’s

Affordable Housing Toolkit is enclosed which highlights the site’s existing 

use value in comparison with redevelopment value.

Heights of the proposal vary from 7 storeys at the western element, 10 

storeys at the rear element, 12 storeys at the eastern element, and 15 

storeys at the tallest central element. In response  to the consultation the 

rear element has been reduced from 12 storeys to 10 storeys. Overall there 

was a mixed response to the 15 storey central element. The GLA strongly 

supported the scheme, while others were opposed. (See section 8 for 

further information on heights)   

The rear flank walls of the eastern elevation have now been set back out of 

view of the windows on the flank wall of the adjacent property 125 Upper 

Richmond Road.  This ensures that the daylight levels received by these 

windows would be similar or better to the levels considered acceptable in 

the approval of planning permission (2008/0073) at 113 Upper Richmond 

Road. 

Larger tree pits have been incorporated, allowing for more substantial trees 

to be incorporated within the landscaping proposals along Upper Richmond 

Road.  More detailed tree protection details have also now been included 

within this submission with respect to retained trees at the rear of the site.

As part of the sustainability initiatives to be incorporated, it is proposed to 

install a gas fired Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plant to meet the base 

hot water demand, with a biofuel boiler to meet the space heating demand.  

This solution provides a reduction in carbon emissions of 20% from on site 

renewable energy generation, whilst also addressing issues associated with 

the site’s location within an Air Quality Management Area.
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Previously Approved Scheme

Planning application reference 2005/0175 was approved in September 

2005, and permitted the redevelopment of the site to provide 58 

dwellings (17 of which were retained within the existing building) and 

2,403 sq. m. commercial and retail space (Classes A1/A2/A3/B1). This 

planning permission:

o Provided a dwelling mix of 6 x studios, 8 x 1 bed units, 39 x 2 bed  

units and 5 x 3 bed units.

o Included an associated S106 agreement securing 10 of the 

residential dwellings as affordable housing, on a shared ownership    

basis

o Secured at least half of the commercial floor space for Class B1  

purposes.

o Made no allowance for children’s play space, either by way of a 

financial contributions or on-site provision 

o Made no provision for specific sustainability initiatives, such as Code   

for Sustainable Homes and renewable energy provision

06 6.1 Previously Approved Planning Application
Scheme Generators

The planning permission was, however, not reasonably implementable 

due to practical and legal issues relating to the existence of existing 

tenants within some of the 17 retained dwellings.   

The design of the approved scheme also appears dated, has an 

incoherent relationship to the street and lacks architectural ambition. 

Now that vacant possession has been achieved, it is felt that this 

provides an excellent opportunity to improve upon the previously

consented proposal through comprehensive redevelopment.v



06 6.2 Key Drivers
Scheme Generators

A number of key project drivers have been identified that 

encompass an understanding of the site context, careful 

site analysis and observation and a considered critique of 

the previous planning application. 

These key drivers provide criteria for the scheme to be 

measured against;

o Create a contemporary, architecturally ambitious yet 

‘well mannered’ new building which will sit well in its 

context

o Reinstate the building line along Upper Richmond Road 

to provide a strong, defined street edge

o Provide active street frontage at ground level

o Minimise overlooking to neighbouring properties

o Respond to boundary conditions

o Massing should respond to the appropriate context

o Take advantage of high level views of Central London to 

the north

o Provide communal landscaped amenity space

o Provide a variety of high quality new dwellings

o Create a sustainable development



06 6.3 Form Comparables
Scheme Generators

Form of Development – Plan Layout

OPTION 1 

o Rear block too aggressive on boundary

o No direct access from street to rear block

o Front block too close to Upper Richmond Road

o Low efficiency

o No windows on rear boundary elevation results in poor   

relationship with properties behind

OPTION 2

o Side blocks too aggressive on boundaries

o Poor relationship with properties to the east and west

o Low efficiency

o No windows on side boundary elevations results in poor     

relationships with adjacent buildings

Several plan forms were tested before arriving at the 

proposed layout;

OPTION 1

OPTION 2



06 6.3 Form Comparables
Scheme Generators

Form of Development – Plan Layout

OPTION 3

OPTION 4

OPTION 3

o ‘Stepping’ of plan form creates an undefined street 

frontage along Upper Richmond Road

o Middle block too close to rear boundary

o Improved relationship with adjacent properties to the 

east and west

OPTION 4

o Strong street frontage along Upper Richmond Road

o T shape block creates high efficiency

o Form gives relief from adjacent  properties to the east 

and west

o Set back from Both Upper Richmond Road and rear 

boundary 



06 6.3 Form Comparables
Scheme Generators

Massing

As with the plan form, the design development involved testing various massing options, to 

find a solution which was not only architecturally ambitious but responsive to its context;

A

B

C

D

A

o Lack of variation in roof lines

o Appears bulky

o Aggressive relationship with adjacent properties  to west

B

o Increased variation in roof lines

o Improved relationship with adjacent properties to west

o Aggressive relationship with adjacent building to east

C

o Increased variation in roof lines

o Dynamic form

o Improved relationship with adjacent building to east and west

D

o Variation in roof lines more responsive to context

o Good relationship with adjacent properties to east and west

o Heights directly relate to surrounding buildings

o Simple, elegant forms
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07 7.1 Form + Proportion
Design Concepts

The main design concept is to break down the mass of the 

building into 3 distinct parts with a vertical emphasis. Each 

element varies in height to appropriately respond to the 

neighbouring buildings. This variation in scale will add 

interest and variety to the current ‘cheese wire’ effect on 

Upper Richmond Road, which will be a positive solution in 

terms  of urban design and townscape.

In order for this concept to be successful there must be 

enough differentiation in the height of the blocks, and the 

heights must correspond with the block widths in order to 

maintain the vertical proportions. 

To give each element clarity the forms on the principal 

frontage are ‘wrapped’ at the sides (east/west) with a 

relatively solid treatment, contrasting to the more 

transparent treatment to the north/south. The rear block will 

have a similar treatment, but in effect, rotated 90 degrees, 

so the transparent elevation then faces east/west. 

These solid framing elements are brought down to ground, 

providing legibility to the concept and clearly expressing 

each of the three blocks.

Concept sketches



07 7.2 Residential Layouts
Design Concepts

Plan : Elevation Legibility

The concept is carried through to the internal 

arrangements of the development, improving legibility 

between plan and elevation.  The three block concept 

relates directly to plan by the divisions of flats.

Sliding privacy screens to each flat will contribute to the 

animation and architectural interest of the elevation, 

creating an ever changing façade pattern.

Concept sketches



07 7.3 Active Frontage
Design Concepts

The development proposals offer flexible retail units at 

ground floor which will provide ‘Active Frontage’ to Upper 

Richmond Road. A predominantly glazed façade to the 

units facing north will give vibrancy to this area. In doing 

so, the security of pedestrians from neighbouring 

residential buildings, and around the station, will be 

improved.

This ‘active frontage’ will plug a gap that exists at this end 

of Upper Richmond Road, between Putney High Street 

and the retail units further east towards East Putney tube 

station. 

As the glazed frontage faces north, the issues of excessive 

solar heat gain and glare are eliminated. 

Plan showing hard landscaping treatment to active street frontage

Artist’s impression



07 7.4 Building Footprint
Design Concepts

In addition to the contextual response of the massing, the 

building footprint further responds to its context by aligning 

the ground and upper floors with those of the adjacent 

Victorian terrace.

The main building line is in direct alignment with the 

Victorian terrace, reinstating the traditional building line. The 

ground floor retail units are then projected forwards, also in 

line with the ground floor projections of the terrace building, 

reinforcing the active street frontage.

The rear building line is set back from the boundary, 

retaining a planting zone and respecting the root protection 

zones of existing trees. This also gives further relief to the 

neighbouring properties to the south. 

The footprint of the first floor office accommodation is pulled 

back at the west, to allow light into the rear of the site 

entrance. To the east, the building line is aligned with 

Crescent Stables, creating an open courtyard space. Existing trees outside 

boundary

Planting zone

Open space

Ground floor alignment

Active frontage zone

Ground floor alignment Upper floors alignment

Cut back to meet ROL

Standards
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08 8.1 Key Design Criteria
Height Scale + Massing

Key design criteria were used to inform the appropriate form, scale and 

massing of the development:

o The creation of a strong frontage enclosing private spaces behind (By 

Design – DETR)

o The imaginative use of massing and orientation to resolve scale 

juxtapositions by stepping down large buildings towards their neighbours 

(Urban Design Compendium – English Partnerships)

o The formation of viable and sustainable developments and uses that 

respond to local need (By Design – DETR)

o The creation of a critical mass of development appropriate to the level of  

accessibility and car parking (Building for Life – CABE)

o The creation of high quality, inclusive amenity space that avoids segregation 

and encourages vibrant usage (PPS1)

o The use of underground or undercroft car parking to free up more space for 

shared amenity areas at grade or above (Building for Life – CABE).

By establishing a development with a critical mass appropriate to its location 

and the wider context, the scheme will be a positive addition to the local 

area.

Map of Putney from Core Strategy identifying development 

opportunities

Site



08 8.2 Contextual Design Principles
Height Scale + Massing

In response to comments received, especially from those 

residents living south of the site, regarding the height of the 

proposed development, we have reduced the rear block from 

12 storeys to 10 which results in a more sympathetic transition 

from the Upper Richmond Road to the blocks up the hill on St 

John’s Avenue and provides greater similarity to the relationship 

established by the 2005 approved scheme. The orientation of 

the rear block means that the relationship between habitable 

room widows of the proposed scheme to the blocks along St 

John’s Avenue is improved when compared with the 2005 

scheme.

With regard to the height along Upper Richmond Road the 

eastern block (12 storeys) takes its reference from the 2008 

approved proposals at 113 Upper Richmond Road and the 

western block (7 storeys) is significantly lower to form an 

appropriate transition to the 4 storey Victorian parade more 

typical of the High Street.

The central 15 storey element provides a logical balance 

between east and west. The design team has studied 

comments, both good and bad, to this element of the scheme 

and consider that a further reduction in height (it was presented 

at 18 storeys in early consultation) would weaken the overall 

scheme and provide a more monolithic approach which virtually 

all stakeholders were keen to avoid from the outset. The 

accompanying reports to the application show that this element 

provides a relationship with its neighbours that is acceptable 

when judged against established planning standards.

Reduced in height

West Elevation

Reduced in height

Relationship to no113

North Elevation

St Johns Ave
Upper Richmond Rd

No 113
No 125



08 8.3 Urban Design Concept
Height Scale + Massing

The three block form of the elevation, with each block varying in height, provides a transition in scale which relates to the neighbouring buildings. The building is 15 storeys at its 

highest point, appropriate for this town centre location, and marking its position by a key junction close to Putney station and Putney High Street.

The building height in this location is appropriate in terms of marking its position as a ‘gateway’ or ‘bookend’ to Putney Town Centre at its southern end. This approach is 

strengthened by the presence of Putney Wharf at the north end of the town centre. The scale of the proposals identify the site as a key location in ‘knitting’ the Upper Richmond 

Road together with the rest of the town centre, repairing the somewhat separate relationship that exists currently. This approach is in line with Wandsworth’s core strategy which 

identifies the site as suitable for high density development.

The variation in scale of each block follows good urban design principles of creating a varied roof line and adding interest to the townscape. Currently this part of the Upper 

Richmond Road fails to do this, with the ‘cheese wire’ effect of the 1960s office blocks.

Existing Elevation along Upper Richmond Road

Site (131-133)

Elevation along Upper Richmond Road with new proposals

Site (131-133)



08 8.3 Urban Design Concept
Height Scale + Massing

Putney Town Centre

Putney Wharf
Tileman House Development 

Proposals

‘Bookend’ to the southern end of Putney Town Centre – scale of proposals respond to immediate and wider context

Putney Town Centre as identified in LB Wandsworth’s Core 

Strategy

Site

Site

‘Gateway’ / ‘Bookend’ Relationship with 

Putney Wharf

Putney Wharf

Putney Town 

Centre

Approach to town centre 

from the south

Approach to town centre 

from the north

N

113 Upper Richmond Road

125 Upper Richmond Road
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The evolution and development of the elevations have 

been influenced by a number of design review forums 

including the LB Wandsworth Design officer, the GLA, and 

a number of internal careyjones reviews. At each stage, 

comments and critique were analysed and adopted 

through an evolving design process. 

This process is important to ensure that the design is of 

the highest quality. It is felt by all involved in these reviews

that the resulting scheme is the right solution for this 

particular site.

09 09.1 Evolution + Development
Design + Elevational Treatment

Early Scheme Development



09 09.2 North Elevation
Design + Elevational Treatment

North Elevation Fronting Upper Richmond Road 

Elevational Development

The north facing Upper Richmond Road elevation permits a 

predominately glazed façade. The glazing is softened by 

sliding timber privacy screens which add interest and 

animation, while the use of opaque panels relates to the 

internal arrangements of the apartments by articulating the 

location of bedrooms. This simple, well mannered approach 

to the architecture allows the building to sit well in its 

surroundings.

Contrasting with this glazed frontage is the more solid stone 

used on the west and eastern walls. The ends of these 

walls create strong ‘framing’ elements on the North 

Elevation, which elegantly express the three vertical 

elements. 

On the western block the stone walls rise above the roof 

level, part enclosing a communal roof garden but leaving 

the northern side open with a glass balcony so residents 

can appreciate the views. 

Glazed ‘corner features’ on the upper levels  enhance 

visibility on the approaches east and west along Upper 

Richmond Road. 

So as not to weaken the solid framing elements of the 

elevation, these features are created by projecting glass 

boxes, from inside the frame. On the upper floors only, this 

creates a more dynamic building form and the glass boxes 

appear to ‘float’. 

These elements form ‘winter gardens’ for the apartments, 

taking advantage of the fantastic high level views over 

London. This also distinguishes the upper floors from those 

on the lower levels, where the simpler elevation relates more 

to the street.



09 09.2 North Elevation
Design + Elevational Treatment

North Elevation Fronting Upper Richmond Road 

Proposed North Elevation



09 09.3 Artist’s Impressions - Approach View
Design + Elevational Treatment

Proposed Approach View from East Putney Tube Station



09 09.4 East + West Elevations
Design + Elevational Treatment

East + West Elevations

Elevational Development

The main side elevations (of the elements on Upper 

Richmond Road) have a more solid treatment which 

provides a contrast to the transparent elevations, as 

was the intention of the design concept. 

This also appropriately responds of the internal layouts 

of the flats, where the outlooks of the habitable rooms 

are to the north and south. as there are no main 

outlooks from the apartments to the east and west 

Reconstituted stone cladding is proposed with simple 

narrow vertical windows to allow light in to the rear of 

the apartments. 

The rear block however, situated in the middle of the 

site, will have a similar treatment to the front elevation, 

with timber sliding screens and balconies which look 

out on to landscaped courtyards. As described in the 

design concept this element is in effect, a version of 

the front blocks, but rotated 90 degrees, so the 

outlooks of the apartments, and therefore the 

transparent elevations, face east and west. This also 

eliminates any potential overlooking issues to the 

neighbouring gardens behind, as the solid treatment 

(and therefore no habitable rooms) will face south.



09 9.4 East + West Elevations
Design + Elevational Treatment

Proposed East Elevation



09 9.4 East + West Elevations
Design + Elevational Treatment

Proposed West Elevation



South Elevation – to the rear of the site

09 09.5 South Elevation
Design + Elevational Treatment

Proposed South Elevation

Whilst in the same architectural language as the front 

elevation, the rear elevation incorporates a different form of 

screening. As this elevation faces south, solar shading has 

been designed through the use of folding timber shutters. 

This gives a very dynamic appearance, ever changing 

through the extent that the shutters are opened and closed. 

The shutters also afford depth and shadow adding to the 

animation of the façade. Glazed balustrading to inset 

balconies sits behind.

The building is set back from the rear boundary, with added 

landscaping to the already existing planting. This provides a 

dense ‘buffer zone’ between the proposed development 

and the neighbouring properties behind

Artist’s impression showing the rear of the 

building in the context of the landscaped 

buffer zone



09 09.6 Artist’s Impression - Night View
Design + Elevational Treatment

Proposed night view along Upper Richmond Road
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The plan is arranged so that there is a clear separation 

between uses and residential tenures, commensurate with 

the requirements of registered social landlords and the way 

that the individual flats will either be sold or rented. 

Proposed Accommodation:

10 10.1 General Arrangements
Building Use Subdivision

Commercial  (Retail / Office) Accommodation Summary

Retail (ground floor) = 807m2

Office (first floor) = 1,600m2

Total = 2,407m2 / 25,908 sqft GIA

Residential Accommodation Breakdown

Core 1 (private / shared equity)

5 x 1 beds 

64 x 2 beds 

5 x 3 beds 

Total = 74 (of which 7 are shared equity)

Core 2 (social rented)

10 x 1 beds

5 x 2 beds

Total = 15

Totals

15 x 1 beds

69 x 2 beds

5 x 3 beds

Total no of units = 89 (of which 22 are affordable)

75 car parking spaces – 73 in basement plus 2 car club spaces at ground level

142 cycle spaces – 122 in basement for residents

10 at ground level for office workers

10 at the front of the site for visitors to the retail units

Retail Office Private / Shared Equity 

residential

Social Rented

residential

Ground Floor Plan



10 10.1 General Arrangements
Building Use Subdivision

Office Private / Shared Equity 

residential

Social Rented

residential

First Floor Plan Typical Upper Floor Plan
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The success of the scheme depends on carefully 

selected materials that will  root the building 

comfortably into its context, creating a legible and 

coherent mixed-use development.

Different elements of the scheme are expressed 

through the use of different materials, creating varying 

character and interest. Each elevation is treated with 

materials that respond suitably to the conditions that 

each address.

A simple, measured palette of materials is proposed 

that will ensure that the retail, office and residential 

accommodation will be of the highest possible 

standards.

North Elevation

The highest quality materials have been reserved for 

the north elevation, which faces the Upper Richmond 

Road. Large expanses of glazed curtain walling 

activate the retail frontage and the new pedestrian 

zone at ground level. 

Aluminium louvres are used on the first floor office to 

distinguish between both the ground floor retail units 

and the apartments above.

Large amounts of glazing are also used on the 

facades of the apartments, broken up with opaque 

glass panels where there are bedrooms. Timber 

sliding privacy screens sit behind the glazing which 

add interest and animation to the facades. Projecting 

‘glass boxes’ on the upper floors open up by way of 

sliding doors with glazed balustrading behind.

A stone framework provides definition and grounding 

to the three blocks on this elevation.

11 11.1 North Elevation
Materiality

North Elevation – lower floors North Elevation - upper floors

Glazed curtain walling

Aluminium Louvres

Opaque glass panel

Sliding timber  screen

Glass siding doors

Reconstituted 

Portland Stone

Glazed balustrade



East & West Elevations

11 11.2 East + West Elevations
Materiality

East & West Elevations

The east and west elevation of the rear block have a 

similar treatment to the lower floors of the north 

elevation, with clear glazing, opaque glass panels 

and sliding timber screens. The apartments facing 

east and west however are provided will inset 

balconies across the whole length of the 

apartments, looking over the communal gardens 

below. The timber screens on these elevations 

therefore slide across the balcony, behind elegant 

glass balustrades.

The other element of the east and west elevations is 

effectively the ‘side’ of the Upper Richmond Road 

Elevation. In contrast to the heavily glazed north 

elevation this has a more solid treatment. The 

material proposed is high quality reconstituted 

portland stone. A pattern of simple punched 

windows, like strips cut out of the stone give relief 

and interest to this elevation. As the main outlooks 

of the apartments on this part of the scheme face 

north-south, these windows provide light to 

bathrooms and kitchens.

Sliding timber  screen

Glazed balustrade to 

balcony

Opaque glass panel

Punched window

Reconstituted 

Portland Stone

Projecting 

‘glass box’



South Elevation

11 11.3 South Elevation
Materiality

South Elevation

As well as glazing and stone, timber is heavily used 

on the south elevations. As previously mentioned 

timber shutters provide an architecturally interesting 

way of dealing with solar shading. 

Hardwood timber is proposed for the shutter 

material as it creates a softening effect, appropriate 

for the ‘inner’ part of the development, where the 

apartments look on to landscaped gardens. 

The timber will be treated to protect it from the 

elements. It is expected with an appropriate 

management plan for the development will be put in 

place to deal with future maintenance.

Timber shutters

Glazing to apartments

Glazed balustrade to 

balcony
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12 12.1 Landscape Strategy
Landscape + Ecology

The landscape strategy has been developed in line with the 

London Plan and has been clearly divided into different 

character zones to reflect their location, purpose and user 

group.  

The proposals seek to make use of quality hard and soft 

landscape elements to create places for social interaction, 

which reflect the site's urban context and will provide interest

and enjoyment throughout the year.

Key Design Principles are as follows:

o Respond to the bold architectural style through  

considered design of space, materials and detailing

o Provide an active and engaging street frontage along 

Upper Richmond Road

o Create easily legible spaces that are safe and engender 

relaxation

o Optimise views and provide screening where appropriate

o Respond to the need for shelter and privacy of users 

o Make use of rainwater harvesting techniques and low 

water demand plants to minimise surface water runoff and

demand for treated water

o Provide opportunities for play within the communal  

gardens in accordance with the Mayor’s SPG ‘Providing 

for Children and Young People’s Play and Informal   

Recreation’

o Provide access for people with varying levels of physical 

ability

Further details of the Landscping and play space proposals 

can be found in the supporting Landscape Design 

Statement, prepared by Allen Pyke Associates.



12 12.2 Landscape Masterplan
Landscape + Play Space



12 12.3 Amenity Space
Landscape + Play Space

Private amenity space is provided by way of balconies and 

terraces, whilst communal space is provided with 

landscaped gardens on various levels of the proposal. 

The majority of the proposed new apartments have been 

provided with private balconies, and in some cases, much 

larger private terraces.  

Usable communal landscaped garden areas are proposed 

above the commercial floorspace, creating a quality aspect 

for future residents. The social rented accommodation will 

have its own dedicated communal amenity space, by way of 

a roof garden on the western block of the proposal. 

Occupiers of the commercial accommodation at first floor 

will also have access to a landscaped courtyard.

In addition, the creation of an active frontage along Upper 

Richmond Road has allowed for the inclusion of 

improvements to the public realm, incorporating both hard 

and soft landscaping. 

Sketch perspective of roof 

garden

Sketch perspective of 

communal landscaped gardens



12 12.4 Play Strategy
Landscape + Play Space

The Mayor of London’s SPG “Providing for children and 
young people’s play and informal recreation” states that “A 
benchmark standard of a minimum of 10m2 of dedicated 
play space per child is recommended as a basis for 

assessing existing provision.”

The likely child yield has been calculated as per the worked 

example at Appendix B of the SPG which therefore suggests 

that the scheme will accommodate 18.09 children.  On the 

above quoted benchmark standard, 180.90m2 of play space 

is therefore required.  Calculations suggest that this should 

be made up as follows:

Dedicated play areas have also been designed as an integral 

part of the scheme; within the second floor garden this 

extends to 54m2, and on the seventh floor garden 47m2.  A 

total area of 101m2 suggests that the playspace within the 

scheme can be designated as “Doorstep Playable Space”, 

as defined at Section B.5 of the Mayor’s Playspace SPG. It 

is anticipated that this space will meet a significant 

proportion of play space needs, particularly for the 0-4 age 

group. 

1
2

3

4 5



12 12.4 Play Strategy
Landscape + Play Space

In relation to older children it is recognised that the site is 

well located for play and recreation in the borough (as 

illustrated in the maps opposite). The site is located in close 

proximity to several parks, commons and open spaces, the 

closest of these being Wandsworth Park, Putney Old Burial 

Ground, Putney Heath, Barnes Common and King George’s 

Park.

1
2

3

4

6

1
2
3

4

5

site

Wandsworth Park

Putney Old Burial Ground

Putney Heath

Barnes Common

Leader’s Gardens

5

6 King George’s Park

Map showing parks and open spaces in the 

Borough – taken from Council’s website



12 12.4 Play Strategy
Landscape + Play Space

1
2
3

4

site

Wandsworth Park Playground

Leaders Gardens - Juniors

Leaders Gardens - Toddlers

King George’s Park

Map showing designated play spaces in the 

Borough – taken from Council’s website

Wandsworth Park Playground, Putney Bridge Road, SW11 

Open access playgrounds, opened at dawn and locked at dusk

Designed for children aged 2 to 7 years

Designed for children aged 8 to 14/16 years

1

Leaders Gardens - Juniors, Ashlone Road, SW15 

Open access playgrounds, opened at dawn and locked at dusk

Designed for children aged 8 to 14/16 years 

2 3 4

Leaders Gardens - Toddlers, Ashlone Road, SW15 

Open access playgrounds, opened at dawn and locked at dusk

Designed for children aged 2 to 7 years

King George’s Park, Mapleton Crescent, SW18 

Open access playgrounds, opened at dawn and locked at dusk

Designed for children aged 2 to 7 years

Designed for children aged 8 to 14/16 years
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13 Energy + Sustainability
Energy + Sustainability

There is a general presumption that the production of CO2 

will be reduced considerably over the next few years.  The 

redevelopment proposals for Tileman House have been 

designed to be as sustainable as possible and demonstrate 

best practice where appropriate.

In order to meet the aspiration to deliver 20% renewable 

energy, it is proposed to install a CHP unit and biofuel boiler. 

This equates to a CO2 saving of 115,194 kg per annum 

which is 28.5 % of the sites total CO2 emissions. 

Other options for providing renewable energy have been 

reviewed but discounted due to either being impractical or 

uneconomical.

In addition the headline strategies can be summarised as 

follows;

Insulation will exceed Part L of the Building Regulations 

2006 

Air tightness standards will be improved in accordance 

with the ‘accredited construction details’ and will achieve at 

least a 20% improvement over the requirements of the 

Building Regulations

All windows will be double-glazed with argon filled units. 

Externally lighting will be positioned, controlled and 

focused such that its energy provides efficient safe and 

secure access. This will comprise energy efficient luminaries 

supported by infrared, sensor and time controls.

The development is anticipated to meet Code for 

Sustainable Homes Level 3 and BREEAM rating “Very 

Good”.

Further details are available in the separate Energy report by 

Bluesky Unlimited.
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This section covers two connected issues. The first is general 

movement to and through the site and the building. The second is

how members of the public will be able to use the development.

Legislation & Guidance

This development has been designed to be as accessible as possible, 

and has been influenced by the following guidance:

o Approved Document M (2004 Edition) of the Building Regulations

o BS8300:2001 ‘Design of buildings and their approaches to meet the 

needs of disabled people – Code of Practice’.

o Lifetime Homes Standards – Joseph Rowntree Foundation

o Wheelchair Housing Design Guide – National Wheelchair Housing

o Association Group (NATWHAG)

o ‘Accessible London: Achieving and Inclusive Environment: The 

London

o Plan – Supplementary Planning Guidance, April 2004’

o BS5588 – Part 8 ‘Fire precautions in the design and construction of 

buildings’.

o Building Sight – RNIB

o Housing Sight – RNIB

o Inclusive Mobility –DFT

o Guidance on the use of tactile paving – DFT

o Code for interior lighting, 2001 – Chartered Institute of Building 

Services Engineers

o Planning & Access for Disabled People – ODPM

Disabled people will not be put at a significant disadvantage, whether 

as residents or visitors, as laid out in Part III of the Disability 

Discrimination Act 2004.

14 14.1 Access for All
Access, Security + Maintenance

Disability and the DDA

This development is designed to be accessible for disabled people.  A 

disabled person is defined under the DDA as:

‘…..someone who has a physical or mental impairment which has an 

effect on his or her ability to carry out normal day to day activities.  That 

effect must be substantial (that is, more than minor or trivial), adverse and 

long term (that is, it has lasted or is likely to last for at least a year or for 

the rest of the life of the person affected).’

This definition includes but is not limited to, people with a reduced level of 

mobility or strength, wheelchair users, people with sight loss, people with 

hearing loss and people with learning disabilities or mental health issues.  

There are around 10million disabled people in the UK.



14 14.1 Access for All
Access, Security + Maintenance

Apartments

All apartments are designed to meet Lifetime Homes 

criteria and there is a 10% provision of dwellings 

designed to meet the needs of disabled users.  Sufficient 

maneuvering space is provided within each dwelling, 

particularly in bathrooms and living spaces.  Bathroom 

facilities will be provided which are adaptable to include 

reinforcements in walls capable of supporting grab rails, 

capacity to install a hoist from the main bedroom to the 

bathroom and provision to allow alterations to the 

bathroom layout to create sufficient transfer space for 

wheelchair users onto the WC. 

Internal Circulation in Common Parts

Corridor widths and doors are designed in accordance 

with Part M of the Building Regulations.  Each floor 

above ground can be accessed by lift and stairs, with 

minimal travel distances on each floor to the apartments.  

Typical disabled 1 bed apartment



All car parking areas are designed to be safe and secure. 

They will be well lit throughout and protected by CCTV 

where appropriate.

Locating all the car parking underground generates a car 

free environment at grade (with the exception of 2 car club 

spaces), creating a safer and cleaner environment for 

residents and pedestrians.

In total 75 car parking spaces are provided – 73 are 

located in the basement, with 2 car club spaces provided 

at ground level.

Further details are provided in the accompanying 

Transport Assessment and travel plan, prepared by Colin 

Buchanan.

14 14.2 Vehicular Access
Access, Security + Maintenance

Basement Car Parking Plan

Refuse Collection + Servicing Emergency Vehicles

Emergency service vehicles access the site via the Upper 

Richmond Road entrance.

Fire tenders will have access to a dry risers 18m or less 

from all access points, as set out in Approved Document 

Part B of the Building Regulations.

Car Parking

A dedicated area at the rear of the site be used by vehicles 

to deliver fuel to the boiler. It is anticipated that during 

periods of peak demand it will be necessary to have a 

delivery of fuel once every two to three weeks. Fuel will be 

delivered in a tanker lorry of a similar size to a large refuse 

vehicle and unloaded from the tanker using a large hose 

The vehicle therefore needs to be within 30m of the 

storage area, which is achieved in the proposed layout.

Delivery vehicles will utilise the existing loading bays 

allocated along Upper Richmond Road adjacent to the site 

frontage.



Dedicated refuse and recycling stores are provided within 

each element adjacent to cores, where residents can leave 

sealed refuse bags and recycling in 1100 litre Eurobins. 

The refuse store for core 1 has space for at least 16 

Eurobins to serve 74 units (12 refuse bins plus 4 recycling 

bins). Core 2 has space for 4 Eurobins to serve 15 units (3 

for refuse and 1 for recycling). This meets the council’s 

waste storage requirements. There is also space for the 

storage of bulky items as well as ample storage for 

commercial waste.

Although dedicated loading bays are located along Upper 

Richmond Road adjacent to the site frontage, the site 

layout has been designed to accommodate on site refuse

collection to comply with carry distance requirements. 

For the social rented refuse collection, a managed system 

will be put in place whereby the bins are carried to the 

front of the site, just behind the access gate, 10 metres 

from the road.

14 14.3 Refuse Collection + Waste Management
Access, Security + Maintenance

Ground Floor plan showing location of refuse stores



The development must be secure and safe for its residents 

and users. Design ideas have been developed to enhance 

pedestrian safety in public and semi-public spaces, whilst 

measures will be taken to secure and protect private 

property.

The scheme will seek ‘Secure by Design' accreditation and 

the relevant evaluation criteria is set out below:

Front Door Sets

All security testing, performance testing and assessment will 

be undertaken at a UKAS accredited test facility and will 

comply with the following:

British Standards Institute (BSI)

BM TRADA Certification

British Board of Agreement (BBA)

Locking Systems

Locks or locking mechanisms installed within door sets will 

incorporate one or both of the following attributes:

Cylinder certified to BS EN 1303 grade 5 security and grade 

– attack resistance

A lock certified to BS 3621:2004 or BS 8621:2004

Door sets with thumb turn release will be specified as part of 

a certified product range and confirmed with the ALO/CPDA. 

We will also supply manufacturers specifications to the 

ALO/CPDA if required.

Front entrance door sets will have automatic closing 

mechanism subject to agreement with NHBC.

14 14.4 Security
Access, Security + Maintenance

Glazing in Doors

If installed as part of the door frame, glazed panels will be 

certified as part of the manufacturers certified range of door 

sets or certified to BS 7950:1997.

Door limiter, chains and viewers

A door viewer will be fitted between 1200mm and 1500mm 

from the bottom of every apartment door.

Access Control System

There will be an electronic access system. The system will 

incorporate audio and visual verification, electronic lock 

release and entry phone linked to the apartment as well as 

the concierge system.

Windows

Where there is full height glazing, safety glass will be used 

(laminated glass minimum 6.4mm) meeting requirements of 

BS 6206.

Intruder Alarms

It is assumed at present that there will be no requirement to 

install an intruder alarm system to each apartment.
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15 Summary Statement
Summary Statement

The site of Tileman House on The Upper Richmond Road offers a great opportunity for

comprehensive mixed use redevelopment, and to improve upon the 2005 approved planning 

application.

The redevelopment proposals as discussed in this document will provide a high quality, 

contemporary addition to the Upper Richmond Road whilst responding in a well mannered way to 

its context.

Located on the ground floor, approximately 8680sq.ft of retail space will add life and vitality to the 

southern side of Upper Richmond Road and the first floor will fulfil the requirement for office space 

in this location. The apartments above will add diversity and sustainability to the proposals, 

through the creation of 15 one bed, 69 two bed and 5 three beds dwellings.

The scheme seeks to secure:

o The most efficient and sustainable use of this brownfield site ensuring a development approach   

that has fully considered central government planning objectives, strategic policy, Development   

Plan policy and other supplementary advice;

o The demolition of unattractive buildings which degrade the quality, setting and character of the 

surrounding streetscape and town centre;

o A new retail / commercial offer within Putney which compliments existing facilities;

o The provision of 89 high quality, accessible and sustainable residential dwellings, with 25% of 

these to be provided as affordable housing;

o A good proportion of usable amenity space, provided in a variety ways, including landscaped 

ground floor space, roof terraces and large usable balconies;

o The provision of 73 on-site basement car parking spaces for future residents in accordance 

with the Council’s standards, as well as additional car club spaces and cycle parking;

o A highly sustainable development, with significantly reduced CO2 emissions, anticipated to 

meet Code for Sustainable Homes Level 3 and BREEAM rating “Very Good”.

Overall, the scheme delivers sensitively designed yet high quality contemporary architecture.  

Making excellent use of important brown-field land in this urban context, the proposals will 

enhance and sustain the character of the area.
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